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Every generation claims the right to reinterpret the past from the present standpoint, 
which is why we see continual upgrades or modern iterations of an historical figure. 
Styles change, as do emphases, even when source materials do not. Why though, 
do some historical figures continue to ignite the curiosity of biographers? Certainly, 
an exceptional life story helps but sometimes it comes down to the richness of the 
archive. In Elizabeth Macarthur’s case, she possesses both.

It has been 30 years since a biography has been written about Elizabeth Macarthur, 
one of the first European free women to arrive in Australia. Then, in the last three 
years there have been two books written about her: one is a biography and the other 
an imagined memoir, a work of fiction certainly, but the historical details are so 
close to accurate that it is worth considering one alongside the other. While one is 
faithful to the archive, the other reads between the lines and interprets what is not 
said. The result is that both fact and fiction, it would appear, can contribute to our 
understanding of her life and the times in which Elizabeth Macarthur lived.

As an avid journaler and faithful correspondent, Elizabeth Macarthur’s personal 
archive is one of the richest to have survived from colonial Australia and certainly 
one of the most detailed of any woman. It is therefore no surprise that interest in 
Elizabeth and the Macarthur family has endured.

Elizabeth was 24 years old when she travelled with the Second Fleet in 1790, along 
with her husband, Lieutenant John Macarthur of the New South Wales Corp, and 
their infant son, Edward. Conditions on the Second Fleet were bad. So bad, that its 
mortality rate—among the convicts—was the highest of any in Australia’s 80-year 
transportation history. It has since been described as the ‘Death Fleet’; indeed 
Governor Phillip at the time nick-named the Neptune, which incurred the worst 
of the losses and was the ship Elizabeth and her family first embarked upon, as the 
Wilful Murder.
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Elizabeth was not the only free woman on the Neptune and her son was not the only 
child. However, with the perhaps the exception of the captain’s ‘wife’, Elizabeth’s 
lodgings and conditions far exceeded those of all others, and certainly the conditions 
of the 78 convict women on board. Despite this, Elizabeth and her husband found 
complaint at almost every turn. While still moored off England, John Macarthur 
was so outraged and offended by the ship’s captain that he challenged him to a duel 
(a practice that was by now outlawed in England), and, while no one was hurt in 
the duel, it resulted in the captain being replaced by another, the infamous Captain 
Traill, who Elizabeth described in her journal as having ‘a much blacker dye than 
was ever in [the former Captain’s] nature to exhibit’ (p. 38, Tucker).

This rashness and propensity of John Macarthur to take offence and challenge to 
a duel would replay over and again in the colony, even to the extent of challenging 
his own superior officer. He would later brag that there wasn’t a foe, irrespective of 
higher rank, that he could not outsmart and orchestrate his downfall. While this 
boast was largely true, Macarthur did not go unscathed; his machinations would 
cause him to spend 12 years, over two separate stints, back in England, answering 
various charges. In addition to Macarthur’s haughty and rash behaviour, he was highly 
ambitious for material wealth and used every opportunity to acquire land, convict 
labour, stock and influential government posts for personal gain. The Macarthurs 
would go on to become one of the largest landowners in the colony and the first 
to establish a commercial wool export market. Elizabeth’s role in this colonising 
and dynasty-building process is the subject of the two books under review, and it 
certainly was not a passive one.

Kate Grenville’s A Room Made of Leaves reads like an interior monologue. It is 
Elizabeth’s voice looking back over her long life and committing her thoughts to 
paper in the form of an imagined memoir. Grenville’s masterful wordcraft has us 
believing that this discovered memoir is indeed real and not a piece of fiction. What 
helps greatly in this endeavour is how true to fact Grenville is, so that her grasp of 
the historical details leaves the reader wondering whether there is any fiction in 
it at all.

We know very little about Elizabeth’s early life as the daughter of a farmer in Devon, 
but we do know that Elizabeth was already three months pregnant at the time of her 
wedding to John Macarthur. Neither John nor Elizabeth came from wealthy families, 
and John as the younger son was not provided for, inheritance laws favouring the 
eldest child. Elizabeth’s mother had remarried and while they lived a ‘respectable’ 
life, theirs was a modest one. Both Elizabeth and John could be considered part 
of the middling classes, and of the lower order at that.

What Grenville does wonderfully is fill the space with common sense: the lapse 
in judgement; the fears, the pressure, the repercussions of a child out of wedlock. 
The unusual decision, for instance, to accompany her husband to London, despite 
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being heavily pregnant, and resulting in the birth while on the journey, alludes to 
the intention of the journey being to avoid village gossip about the unexpectedly 
early birth. Grenville uses the advantages bestowed upon the fiction writer to 
bring life and emotion to a situation that, of course, must have been felt, over the 
non-fiction writer, who must be careful not to extrapolate too far on what is not 
explicitly known.

Tucker’s approach to Elizabeth’s early life in England is somewhat stilted by 
comparison. Part of this might be due to Tucker’s own writing journey as she 
develops her style and finds her voice as the book progresses. Part of it though is no 
doubt due to the scant information that Tucker has to work with. There is not a huge 
library to draw from about life for the middling sorts in the late eighteenth century, 
and nor do Elizabeth’s journals survive from this time. Where Grenville draws from 
common human emotions, Tucker instead builds scene and description through 
painstaking research to help bring events to life. For instance, she describes in great 
detail the sloop that carried Elizabeth from the banks of the Thames to the Neptune. 
By doing the wider research, Tucker fills out the space in an acceptable way, even 
if we do not yet feel empathy for Elizabeth whose character is yet to be developed.

Once Elizabeth is on the ship and bound for New South Wales, the two books 
diverge in a distinct way. Tucker’s non-fiction account remains true to the archive 
and lays out events in an objective way. The duel with the captain is documented by 
a number of first witness accounts, including Elizabeth’s thoughts about it detailed 
in her journal. The larger archive of this period results in an improved richness in 
Tucker’s narrative. Grenville, however, begins to lean further into fiction and seems 
to develop Elizabeth’s character in a way that the archive does not support.

On board, the Macarthurs complain about the stench and near proximity of the 
convict women, which points to a couple who consider themselves above others. 
While class-consciousness was an accepted and acceptable prerogative it is quite 
clear that the Macarthurs’ antics were too much even for people considered their 
equals. Tucker allows the archive to speak for itself, but Grenville is at pains to 
ameliorate Elizabeth’s snobbish tendencies by using interior monologue to lay the 
blame squarely with her husband.

Once the couple arrive in Australia Tucker’s account is again impeded by the paucity 
of the archive. Very little archival material survives the time between 1790 and 1795. 
The colony of course was busy fending off starvation, building accommodation and 
a system under which the colonisers would live. Official documents that survive from 
that time are largely concerned with interactions with the Indigenous nations, law 
and order, and the distribution of resources. All letters out of the colony by convicts 
were censored, so we do not hear much about personal stories of human interest. 
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Elizabeth’s letters and journal, too, are written in a non-private way, knowing these 
would be read out loud in a parlour back in England or, in the case of her journals, 
at some future date by her family.

This is where Grenville again shines bright in her careful reading, and interpretation, 
between the lines of the archives. Grenville masterfully fills the space with what we 
know must be true; the loneliness, wistfully looking back to England, missing friends 
and family, dew on the grass, sheep gorging on fine pastures. In Grenville’s fictional 
version, a ‘friendship’ develops between Elizabeth and Lieutenant Dawes who 
teaches her about botany and astronomy. Grenville presents Elizabeth and Dawes’s 
friendship as a respite from the truly awful person she finds herself married to—
John Macarthur. She positions Elizabeth as a woman who must constantly ‘manage’ 
her husband, who tempers him and entreats him to reason and not rashness. In it, 
Grenville paints the picture of Elizabeth as if she can do no wrong. And yet, the 
archives show us something different.

Tucker’s non-fiction begins to take on pace and character the further one moves 
through the book. She does not gloss over Elizabeth’s self-interested and self-centred 
tendencies. She presents Elizabeth as she truly was, which was in lock step with her 
husband. No doubt she worked behind the scenes to influence him to reason, but 
there is evidence to suggest she was not above stirring the proverbial pot, a private 
letter to Elizabeth from one of the other ladies in the colony that somehow found its 
way into her husband’s hands causing yet another round of social sparring between 
both the men and the women in their small but influential colonial social circle.

The curious thing that biography or first-person fiction manages to conjure is that 
the reader identifies with the subject on such a level that they cherish them, or at the 
very least, accept them, much like an odd family member: they are who they are, 
and you would not want them to be any different. Warts and all, it is the very thing 
that makes them unique and therefore special.

Tucker’s Elizabeth Macarthur holds true to this, so that, despite Elizabeth’s 
shortcomings, we develop an empathy for her and an appreciation for all that she 
achieved and all that she endured. She held no special Indigenous sensitivities as 
Grenville is at pains to portray. Instead, according to Tucker:

Now that there were substantial sums of money to be gained or lost, now that 
white people known to her personally had been killed, Elizabeth could only see the 
original inhabitants as a threat. She shared the colonists’ general lack of insight about 
Aboriginal culture, affording it no credence or legitimacy. (p. 235)

Grenville’s ‘memoir’ finishes sometime at the end of decade, around 1800 or so. 
Tucker takes us through the journey to the end, when Elizabeth dies in 1850, 
at  84  years of age. We see her evolution from young, socially conscious English 
woman with a superior attitude through to the years of motherhood, of loss, of 
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leadership during her husband’s long absences, of social scorn, of her own commercial 
success, the mistreatment of her daughter through domestic abuse, the pleasure of 
grandchildren, and the decline of her husband’s mental health. When she emerges, 
she is no longer the entitled English lady preoccupied with appearances, but a down-
to-earth Australian woman.

Both of these books provide something the other could not. When the archive was 
lacking, the ability to draw on common human emotions helped to carry the story. 
These books play to the strength of their respective genres so that it is not a case of 
fact versus fiction, but a wonderful example of how different but complementary 
approaches can aid our overall understanding.
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